
The Ghettostead Questionnaire for neighbors and community members 
 
1. The space at 1506 W 54th Street (“Ghettostead”) is going to be used to address issues 
of food security. Please rank the following services in terms of how useful they would be 
for you and this community: (rankings like, not useful at all, somewhat useful, useful, 
very useful) 

Fresh vegetables grown 
Fresh fruit grown 
Instructional courses 
Community dinners 
Job training 

 
2. What do you think would be good about the use of the Ghettostead? (tick as many as 
you think apply) 

It would create a space for people to access fresh foods 
It could be used by groups to learn and socialise 
It would encourage people to get outside and garden with others 
It could be used by different age groups, allowing people to learn from each 

other 
Any other ideas of what would be good about the Ghettostead? 
 
3. What would you like to see in the Ghettostead? (tick as many as you like) 

Vegetable beds – to grow veg for local people 
Flower and herb beds 
Learning about growing 
Wildlife garden 
Seating area 
Quiet space for prayer or relaxation 
Community events – BBQ etc 
Raised beds for easy access 

Other: 
 
4. Do you have any concerns about the setting up of the Ghettostead? 
Tell us about your concerns in the space below: 
 
5. There will hopefully be an opportunity for involvement in the Ghettostead. Can you 
tell us what areas you might like to be involved in? 

I would like to help with the design of the Ghettostead 



I’d like to share my knowledge of gardening 
I could help with the digging, planting and on-going work 
I’d like to be part of a planning group 
I could help with fundraising 
I have tools or equipment, plants or seedlings to share 

Other ways I could be involved: 
 
5. Please tell us a bit about you: 

Male  Female 
I am: 

Under 20 
20-39 
40-59 
60-79 
80+ 
I have a garden and use it to grow things currently 

If so, what things do you grown in your garden? 
 
 


